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Introversion

Sensing

Feeling  

Perceiving

Reserved, independent, composed, focused, reflective

Factual, realistic, trust experience, remember specifics, 
pragmatic

Empathetic, compassionate, warm, caring, harmonious

Flexible, spontaneous, casual, go with the flow

Orientation of Energy

Mental Functions

Orientation to the 
External World

This booklet is to be used as a supplement to your MBTI ® Report
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ISFP Personality 

Orientation of 
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Mental Functions
Orientation to the 

External World
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Biggest Motivator in Life

We however, do not use them with equal comfort and have a preference for one or the other.
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ISFP Hierarchy of Mental Functions

1 2

3 4

Used in the Outer WorldUsed in the Inner World

Feeling [F] Sensing [S]

Intuition [N] Thinking [T]

When FEELING is dominant, the key motivation is having, above all else, harmonious relationships in one’s life



ISFP Hierarchy of Mental Functions

Strongest Weakest

Sensing Intuition ThinkingFeeling

Harmony
People-Oriented
Personal Values
Warmth & Sympathy
Trusting
Cooperative
In Consensus
Value Relationships
Welfare of Others

Facts
Practical
Being in the moment
Sensory – 5 Senses
In the here and now
Order
Accuracy
Precision
Predictability

Logical
Analytical
Cause-Effect Reasoning
Tough-minded
Fair
Independent
Critical
Achievement oriented
Truthful

Possibilities
Big Picture
Abstract
Creative
Imaginative
Non-conforming
Original
Complex
Insightful



Decision Making Process

Sensing (S) Intuition (N)

Feeling (F) Thinking (T)

How do you take in information?

Sensing (S)
FACTS

Intuition (N)
POSSIBILITIES

Feeling (F) 
HARMONIOUS DECISIONS

Thinking (T)
LOGICAL ANALYSIS

How do you take in information?

The Process ISFPs’ Process

Take in FACTS Generate  POSSIBILITIES 
from facts

Evaluate possibilities 
through LOGICAL ANALYSIS

Make final  decision 
based on CONSENSUS

How do you make decisions?How do you make decisions?

Tips for effective decision making
1. Consciously make use of your

weaker mental functions – Thinking
and Intuition

2. Involve people with strong Thinking
and Intuition mental functions for a
holistic view when deciding and
solving problems

ISFPs strong mental functions are Sensing and Feeling which they tend to express more while neglecting the other two functions –

Thinking and Intuition. This is why, they may end up skipping Intuition and without generating possibilities or applying logic

(Thinking) straight on attempt to utilize facts (Sensing) and arrive at decisions based on consensus (Feeling). As this omits

possibilities and logic, some decisions may not be practical.
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ISFP Strengths & Stressors



Fun Facts



Career Focus



ISFP Mental Functions and their Characteristics

To know preferences of other Mental Function combinations, click here

Refer to these when in doubt. 
While no career or field is beyond your reach, knowing your strengths will empower in your decision-making process.

Preferred Mental Functions Sensing (S) Feeling (F)

Facts Personal Warmth Focus is on

Thus inclined to being Sympathetic & Friendly

Hence, find scope for careers in Practical help & service for people



ISFP Careers

PROFILE

Most ISFPs find satisfaction and fulfilment in careers that

make use of their depth of concentration, their reliance on

facts, their warmth and sympathy (emphasis is on

interpersonal values), and their adaptability. They are often

found in careers that require solitude and allow for direct

practical care of people or hands on detailed work. Most

ISFJs are adaptable but prefer an environment that allows

them freedom from restricting structures and rules.

Top Career Choices
Crafts / Artisan Healthcare

Science / 
Technical

Sales / Service Business

Click on the boxes to know more…

PREFERENCES

They are drawn to careers where they can help others in

pragmatic ways, trends observed are-

1. The occupations, where detailed knowledge may be

required and where they can express their care and

concern for others in direct/indirect ways. Professions

where they can work with people in need, children

and/or animals are valued.

2. The occupations that take advantage of their keen

attention to detail and sense of aesthetics and involve

hands-on practical work with tangible outcome.



Most ISFPs like the opportunity to work with their hands and create something

attractive and often useful. They enjoy using their five senses in a practical way as

well as working with real things in the real world. Artistic careers that offer them the

chance to work flexible hours and the freedom to schedule their own work, that is,

allow them autonomy without having to conform to administrative guidelines appeal

to their sensibilities.

Examples of possible careers

Fashion Designer, Carpenter, Jeweller, Sound Designer, Potter, Painter, Designer : 

Interior/Landscape, Cartoonist 

Top Career Choices

Crafts / Artisan Healthcare

ISFPs often find satisfaction in health care careers, especially those where they are able to work

directly with clients and patients. They enjoy the hands-on element of many of the therapy

occupations, helping others either physically or emotionally, during or after a crisis. They are

generally very observant and able to respond well to subtle changes and like short-term problem

solving. An essential ingredient in satisfaction within these careers and any other career for ISFPs is

to be able to see and experience feedback for their contributions and to believe in the importance

of the work they are doing.

Examples of possible careers

Physical Therapist, Radiology Technologist, Veterinary Assistant, Dietitian/Nutritionist, 

Occupational Therapist, Art Therapist, Surgeon, Paediatrician, Cardiology Technologist, 

Recreational Therapist, Dental Hygienist

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Public_health_icon_-_Noun_Project_6435.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


ISFPs often enjoy work that deals with facts rather

than with theory. They tend to prefer using practical

and active skills. The opportunity to be out-of-doors is

particularly appealing to ISFPs, and they welcome

change and variety in their work.

Examples of possible careers

Forester, Botanist, Geologist, Archaeologist, Soil  

Conservationist,  Marine Biologist, Systems Analyst, 

Aviation Inspector

Top Career Choices

Science / Technical Sales / Service

Many ISFPs find fulfilling work in service careers. Careers that

let them help meet the needs of people or animals in specific

and tangible ways are most rewarding. They tend to prefer

work environments that share their values and foster and

encourage interpersonal harmony, cooperation, and

appreciation for the work of all. Many ISFPs enjoy teaching a

specific subject area, usually with young children, where they

have the opportunity to include lots of spontaneity and fun.

Examples of possible careers

Storekeeper, Beautician, Merchandise Planner, Child Welfare 

Counsellor, Animal Groomer, Landscape Architect, Art 

Therapist, Insurance Fraud Investigator, Locomotive Engineer, 

Organic Farmer

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Business

ISFPs work best when working as part of a team, in a 

stable work group that respects the individual need for 

privacy and growth. They prefer work settings that allow 

them to create and maintain a pleasant and personalized 

work environment.

Examples of possible careers

Bookkeeper, Legal Secretary, Paralegal, Insurance 

Appraiser

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://miniatureyorkshireterrier.blogspot.com/2013/10/tipping-dog-groomers-and-dog-salon.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
https://leitalk.com/2069
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


If your career is not playing off your natural inclinations, then you could find that job draining, unappealing, or 

might even suffer from burnout.

Avoid careers that

- Fail to satisfy their need for action, spontaneity, and fully experiencing the moment

- Are excessively driven by rules and structures

ISFP Careers to Avoid

DISCLAIMER
1. The Career listing shared in this booklet is not exhaustive. It is a compilation of some fields/occupations that are satisfying for ISFPs. 
2. There are many similarities between all ISFPs and yet every ISFP is a unique personality, and hence the choice of distinctive career preferences by each individual.
3. Successful people of all types are in all occupations. 



Reference: 
Career Field Preferences by Mental Functions

This booklet is to be used as a supplement to your MBTI ® Report


